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Increase recreation emphasis corridors/areas (MA-4.2)

 

I favor the desired conditions for recreation emphasis corridors (MA-DC-EMREC-01)

 

I favor the guidelines in MA-GDL-EMREC-04

 

I also strongly favor all recommendations of the Gunnison Public Lands Initiative (GPLI) which has had very

extensive input from all identified user groups in the Gunnison National Forest area. The only exception is that

there should be no motorized vehicle use in Gunnision National Forest except on designated roads (but no trails).

 

 Recreation for non-motorized use should be the primary emphasis in all of Gunnison National Forest with no

allowance for any natural resource extraction such as mining, removal of any non-diseased vegetation, oil or

natural gas. This forest has become a very significant area for recreation and would be impaired for recreation if

mining, or vegetation extraction is allowed.

 

Electric bicycles and power assist bikes of any type should not be allowed in any part of Gunnison National

Forest as they are motorized as well as gas operated motorcycles. Both e-bikes and motorcycles cause

significant additional damage compared to non-motorized bike and pedestrian use.

 

I endorse the idea of expanding creation of stacked or loop trails in Gunnison Forest that are exclusive for hiking

and non-motorized bicycle use only (FW-DC-TRLS-01/MA-EMREC-04).

 

I endorse all proposed comments from the Crested Butte Mountain Bike Association (CBMBA).

 

I endorse modifying table 12 of page 67 to allow local land stewards, working with permission from the applicable

Ranger Districts, to use motorized devices and vehicles to conduct improvements and year-round forest

initiatives in non-motorized areas and Recreation Emphasis Areas.

 

E-bike and electric assist bikes should be limited to trails approved by the Ranger District for motorized use (gas

operated motorcycles) without exception.

 

Expand designated camping areas and provide the infrastructure for camping areas to better accommodate

hiking and bicycling use near trails. Eliminate all dispersed camping near roads that have inadequate

infrastructure to mitigate damage. I endorse a standard to dispersed overnight use (FS-STND-REC-07).

 

Require WAG bags or portable toilets for all overnight users where there is no toilet facility.

 

Please following has either not been included in the inventory or incorrectly designated:

 

* Farris Creek Trail #9409 that is south of Farris Creek Road #7736 is listed as motorized. It is not motorized.

* Add Middle cement Creek Trail #9399, Baxter Gulch Trail #9565, Carbon Creek Trail #9436 and Happy Hour

Trail #9435 to the inventory (They are non-motorized)

* Have map show the reroutes completed for Washington Gulch Trail #9403 andDeer Creek Trail #9568

* Between trails #9409 and #9409.5, alternative B shows a non-motorized, semi-primitive polygon. This is shown



in Alternative D as [ldquo]roaded natural[rdquo]. There is no road there and and is not suitable for road

construction.

* Farris Creek Trail #9445 (non-motorized) connects trails #9409 to #9409.5. This trail is primitive non-motorized

and should remain so as shown in Alternative B.
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* 

Farris Creek Trail #9445 (non-motorized) connects trails #9409 to #9409.5. This trail is primitive non-motorized

and should remain so as shown in Alternative B.
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* 



Farris Creek Trail #9445 (non-motorized) connects trails #9409 to #9409.5. This trail is primitive non-motorized

and should remain so as shown in Alternative B.


